Years ago, a volunteer team of lawyers staffed a legal clinic at a shelter in Washington, D.C. Any resident who felt a need for legal counsel could come to the folding table we had set up in the shelter hall way. Quite a few did, bringing a wide range of problems: evictions, benefit denials, unpaid wages. While their circumstances were unusually desperate, these clients presented routine legal problems. Others had more complicated stories involving the CIA, radio waves and thought control. These problems we did not generally think of as legal: we referred these clients to the social workers thinking, almost certainly mistakenly, that there was a mental health treatment program for them.

Then there was the third, large category of people who came to the clinic, explaining that they had lost their job, or could not find housing they could afford on their welfare checks or their wages as day laborers. From their perspective, at least, these were problems that lawyers might be able to help address. But for us, these were the cases that were the most frustrating and unsettling: existing sources of aid--such as subsidized housing and jobs programs--were generally filled beyond capacity. As lawyers seeking redress within existing laws, there was not much that we could do.

I. Introduction

Lawyers and legal advocacy have played a crucial role in addressing homelessness since it became a major social problem in the United States in the 1980s. Lawyers have sought to bring the power, influence and strategies of the law and legal profession to bear in bringing about solutions to homelessness. This advocacy has resulted in important gains: it has raised public awareness, informed policy and decision makers, and provided concrete aid that has alleviated suffering and helped people move out of homelessness.

At the same time, however, legal advocacy has been circumscribed by the traditional parameters and constraints of the US legal system. The most important elements of solutions--long-term and immediate--to homelessness are housing, jobs and medical care. But there is little or no constitutional basis for protecting or creating access to these necessities; nor are there broad statutory guarantees of access to them. Statutory schemes have been restricted to particular categories of persons in need, limited by funding levels significantly lower than need, or both. Indeed, our legal system is commonly described as one that protects civil and political rights, but not economic or social rights. As a result, legal advocacy to address and redress homelessness proceeds on a somewhat ambiguous foundation. In some important ways, there is an imperfect fit between the problem and the legal tools currently available to address it.

In the face of this disconnect, lawyers have been creative in devising legal strategies to effectively pursue solutions. Litigation, legislative advocacy and regulatory advocacy have all been successful in bringing some relief. Through such strategies, lawyers have also engaged in efforts to overcome or compensate for the limitations of current law by pressing for new laws, by establishing the political rights that might create the constituency to support them, and by advocating for access
to larger systems of aid and the broader coalitions of political support they carry. But the limitations of these strategies have also resulted in some paradoxical remedies, misguided legal and policy debates, and unclear directions for the future.

This essay considers whether and how human rights principles can help resolve these tensions, adding to efforts to end homelessness. To establish a context, it begins with an overview of litigation and legislative advocacy to date, briefly reviewing major strategies, cases, and statutes; it also discusses limitations of these approaches, and some impacts of these limitations. The essay then considers relevant human rights principles, approaches and instruments, and whether they can be useful aids in addressing homelessness in the US. The essay concludes with examples of potential uses of human rights and describes some current strategies to begin implementing them.

*329 II. Legal advocacy to date: summary overview

Legal advocacy on behalf of homeless people over the past two decades has employed a wide range of strategies and focused on multiple substantive areas. Legal strategies to date have included litigation to enforce existing laws, legislative and regulatory advocacy to create new laws, and subsequent litigation to enforce those new laws. Substantively, these strategies have focused on a range of issues and goals: from meeting immediate and longer-term needs for food and shelter, to opening access to “mainstream” programs, to establishing political rights, to challenging efforts to “criminalize” homelessness.

Initially relying on litigation under existing laws, advocates expanded their efforts to include legislative and regulatory advocacy in order to move beyond the limitations of existing laws. The successes of this approach led to more litigation to enforce the new laws. Local monitoring of compliance with and implementation of laws has been crucial to that follow-up process, and outreach to inform local advocates and potential beneficiaries of legal rights has been essential. Through this effort, the importance of local partnerships and collaborations has also become apparent, giving rise to further options for advocacy. Currently, successful advocacy often depends on the integration of a wide variety of different strategies.

It is, however, possible to identify some overall trends over the past two decades of legal advocacy on behalf of homeless persons. In broad outline, early legal advocacy focused on addressing immediate basic needs of homeless persons, such as shelter and food, through both litigation and then legislation. Later legal advocacy focused on prevention, such as discharge planning and transitional housing, and on establishing political and civil rights, again through both legislation and litigation. Current legislative efforts are focused on longer-term solutions, such as housing and access to mainstream programs; current litigation is focused on access to mainstream programs as well as challenges to efforts to “criminalize” homelessness.

In general, the overall direction of advocacy can thus be characterized as a movement from emergency to longer-term solutions. Both sorts of solutions are necessary, and generally part of advocacy agendas; emergency aid is typically easier to achieve. In light of this progression, the appearance of the criminalization trend is not surprising: the emergency solutions that have been achieved to date have been almost by definition insufficient to solve the problem, while giving the impression to policymakers and the public that *330 solutions are in place. As the problem has nonetheless continues to grow, simply criminalizing it has become increasingly easier to justify.

To date, however, what is missing from these efforts is an articulated, specific commitment to underlying rights to basic subsistence. While advocacy organizations often subscribe to basic principles of social justice that incorporate such rights, these may be difficult to integrate into legal advocacy strategies. Including human rights law and principles in such strategies may be one way to bridge this gap, strengthening legal advocacy and providing a clearer direction and firmer basis for moving forward.

The right to shelter and other immediate basic needs. Probably the most significant early legal advocacy was that focused on establishing a right to shelter in New York City. In Callahan v. Carey, a New York State trial court held that homeless plaintiffs had a reasonable likelihood of succeeding on their claim that state constitutional and statutory requirements that the city care for the needy included an obligation to shelter the homeless. Following that ruling, plaintiffs and the city entered into a consent decree obligating the city to provide overnight shelter and food to every needy homeless man and detailing minimum shelter standards. Several subsequent cases resulted in the establishment of similar rights to shelter in other parts...
of the country under state statutory provisions, either by court ruling or consent decree, under a federal statute, and by ballot initiative.

*331 At the national level, funds for emergency food and shelter through the federal disaster relief program were appropriated for homeless persons on an ad hoc basis beginning in 1983. In 1986, legislation creating and funding “demonstration” shelter and housing programs for the homeless was enacted. Also enacted in 1986 was the Homeless Eligibility Clarification Act, which removed permanent address requirements from a series of federal benefit programs. In 1987, the first major federal legislation addressing homelessness, the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act, was passed, incorporating shelter, transitional housing and a small permanent housing program as central elements; and creating some property rights to unused federal properties for groups serving homeless people. Following passage of the legislation, advocates initiated monitoring efforts to determining whether its programs were being properly implemented, and followed up with successful litigation to correct non-compliance.

*332 Since these early efforts, advocacy to meet homeless persons’ immediate needs has evolved and changed. In New York City, while the Callahan decree initially resulted in significant legal and practical success in requiring the provision of emergency shelter, advocates expended much effort in attempting to ensure government compliance with the right to shelter, and city officials imposed restrictions narrowing the right. In Washington, D.C., in the face of repeated contempt orders, city officials sought changes in the law to undermine the basis for the right. The result was the elimination of the right.

Changes at the federal level have been more positive. Funding for the McKinney shelter and housing programs has increased somewhat significantly. In 1987, appropriations for these programs stood at $190 million; currently, for 2001, they are $1.26 billion. The McKinney Act programs have also changed substantively, with increased emphasis on long-term, not just emergency, solutions. At the same time, there has been increased emphasis on creating collaborative local processes to address the needs of homeless people. For example, the HUD McKinney programs are now distributed through a “Continuum of Care” process that brings together local government and non-profit providers, through a process aimed at collaboratively devising a plan to meet the needs of homeless persons in the community.

Limitations of this approach. Legal advocacy that is focused on the right to shelter and other immediate basic needs has a built-in limitation: it seeks a temporary solution. If the problem were simply short-term, this would not matter: for instance, where homelessness results from flood, hurricane or other natural disaster, and not from poverty, emergency solutions may be appropriate and effective. In those cases, once the sudden emergency is addressed, its victims are generally able to return to housing stability. Where the cause is poverty-related--such as the inability to find affordable housing, get a job at wage sufficient to pay for housing, or to obtain mental-health care or substance abuse treatment--then emergency shelter is not a sufficient solution to homelessness: once the emergency need is met, there is nowhere to go. While shelters when available can provide important immediate relief, they are not appropriate as a long-term solution. It is important to emphasize that currently there is not nearly enough emergency shelters available to meet the need, and shelter regularly turn away requests for help.

On a practical level, emergency shelters also raise safety, privacy, and health concerns for homeless people. The rules and restrictions shelters impose in order to operate efficiently--such as the lack of private telephone access, curfews that require clients to leave very early in the morning or return early in the afternoon or evening--may compromise the ability of homeless persons to look for employment or housing. Moreover, shelters typically impose time limits, ranging from a few days to several months. But without sufficient permanent, affordable housing--and without permanent supportive housing for those who need it--there may be nowhere to move to upon leaving shelter accommodations.

One result is that some homeless people may reject staying in a shelter in these circumstances and instead “choose” to live in public places, encampments or abandoned buildings. Because there is little public understanding of the limitations of shelter and the lack of long-term housing options, these homeless people may then be perceived to have “chosen” the homeless “lifestyle.” Debates ensue about freedom and whether it is appropriate to force someone to accept help, diverting attention away from the nature and availability of that help.
In a further paradox, because of the lack of permanent housing, shelters tend to become permanent, and those who do use them on a longer-term basis may become dependent and “institutionalized,” rather than self-sufficient. Shelter may also become acceptable in the public eye as housing of last resort, defining societal notions of acceptable minimum safety net standards downward. At the same time, the limitations of shelters mean that homelessness remains unsolved--and people remain on the street or in other public places--and the problem begins to be perceived as “intractable.” The result is further loss of public will to address it, opening the way to simply blaming or demonizing homeless people. Completing the cycle, homeless people are then seen as not only not “like you and me” but completely “other.” This may lead to divisiveness, hostility and in some cases even violence.

Advocates seeking to counter these characterizations may then find themselves arguing for a view of homelessness that honors homeless persons’ agency and self-determination. From a completely different perspective, such advocates may also be neglecting or minimizing the important realities of homelessness: the lack of resources--housing, income, services, and shelter--that do force many people to live in public places. But calling homelessness “involuntary” does not need to be interpreted as diminishing anyone’s capacity for self-determination. Nor is recognizing that homeless people suffer disproportionately from physical and mental disabilities and illnesses necessarily patronizing.

While acknowledging the significance of respect, it is important to remember that facts sometimes are just facts. In fact, there is not enough housing, or employment opportunity, or healthcare. Indeed, stepping back from this sort of debate suggests that it is at least to some extent a byproduct of a legal strategy aimed at securing emergency shelter. If instead we focus our attention on the need for longer-term solutions to homelessness--such as housing, jobs and health care--then many of these issues become irrelevant. For example, if there were sufficient housing, jobs and healthcare, homeless people would not be forced to choose between emergency shelter and autonomy.

Homelessness prevention. Legal advocacy to prevent homelessness seeks to engage these underlying causal factors. Such advocacy has generally focused on persons in a variety of state programs or custody arrangements who are at risk of homelessness. For example, advocates have successfully argued that, under state law, state psychiatric institutions must address housing in planning for the discharge of patients, and that state-determined welfare benefit levels must be sufficient to allow recipient families to maintain their own housing. In these cases, the focus was on persons who were wards of the state or beneficiaries of government aid; thus, advocacy to prevent homelessness could build on already-established government duty. Along similar lines, in 1986 federal legislation established a pre-release program to allow institutionalized persons to apply for food stamps and SSI benefits prior to their release, in order to prevent their becoming homeless upon release.

State legislation has created special programs to prevent persons from becoming homeless through the loss of their own housing due to some sudden emergency event. For example, the Homelessness Prevention Program in New Jersey provides a pool of funds that those at risk of homelessness through eviction or foreclosure can borrow from in order to avert that risk; several other states have adopted similar programs. While successful, however, these programs are limited in scope: the New Jersey program, among the largest, can aid only a fraction of families that seek it help. This type of program does not represent a right or entitlement, but rather a limited sum of money set aside for a specific purpose.

A different prevention-oriented approach focuses on gaining access for homeless people to “mainstream” entitlements that could provide resources to help them out of homelessness. For example, the McKinney Act protects the right of homeless children to enroll in and attend public school and pre-school, and sets forth special procedures to accommodate their circumstances and ensure their ability to exercise this right. Legislation also protects the right of homeless persons to receive SSI, veterans and Medicaid benefits despite their lack of a permanent address. Similarly, legislative and regulatory advocacy led to the removal of IRS language that required applicants for the Earned Income Tax Credit to be living in a “home,” thus expanding eligibility to the large percentage of homeless people who work.

Limitations of this approach. Much of this prevention-oriented advocacy, while effective, has been and is constrained by the limited resources available to implement remedies when they are won--as well as to carry out the advocacy itself. In part, this is because of limitations in the legal system, and the difficulty in compelling government agencies to spend additional funds to carry out court rulings. Advocacy is limited by political constraints: the absence of a powerful constituency means that
programs and policies created to prevent homelessness lack a strong base of support, and typically remain too limited in scope to meet anything approaching the entire need. More fundamentally, though, here too there is a built in limitation: resources are typically spent according to specific allocations, and not according to need.\textsuperscript{42}

Partly in response to resource limitations, some advocacy has focused on targeting, setting aside, or prioritizing resources to meet the needs of homeless people, which are presumably most urgent. Precisely because resource allocation amounts are not tied to need, however, this can lead to paradoxical results. On a practical level, by taking resources away from low-income housing for the poor, it increases the risk of homelessness for the overall poverty population. On a policy level it can lead to proposals to create \textsuperscript{337} substandard housing--despite health and other concerns that led to its demise originally--as a resource-conserving solution of last resort.\textsuperscript{43}

Ensuring access to “mainstream” benefits is not alone a sufficient solution to homelessness. The low levels of many public benefits programs may contribute to homelessness to begin with; indeed, a significant number of homeless persons do receive welfare and other benefits, yet because those benefits are so low relative to housing costs, they remain homeless. However, if undertaken in coalition with other anti-poverty groups--and coupled with advocacy for higher assistance levels--it can lead to more meaningful change. Indeed, in some cases advocates have sought to address this underlying problem through advocacy to increase benefits to reflect housing costs. However, the legal basis for such advocacy is limited.

These advocacy efforts can have mixed effects on public perceptions as well. Preventive--or emergency--programs that meet only a small portion of the need provide crucial help to those who are assisted. They also focus attention on the issue, the need and--in the case of preventive measures--the causes of homelessness. But without concerted, properly framed public education efforts, they also risk conveying the impression to policymakers and the public that solutions are in place. Then, the fact that the problem remains may be attributed to the perceived individual failings of those who are in fact left out.

Political rights. A series of advocacy efforts has focused on homeless persons’ political rights. In a court case challenging the denial of registration to vote to homeless persons, the court held that homeless persons could not constitutionally be denied their fundamental right to vote simply because they lacked an address.\textsuperscript{44} Instead, the court held that homeless voters should be permitted to show residency in a particular voting district by designating a particular place where they regularly return and intend to remain for the present--be it a park bench or shelter. In essence, the court required that traditional methods of establishing and documenting residence in a particular district be adjusted to accommodate homeless persons’ circumstances.

Following passage of the National Voter Registration Act, the Federal Election Commission promulgated regulations specifically providing for registration of persons with “non-traditional” residences;\textsuperscript{45} FEC comments to the regulation make clear that this includes “those living on city streets.”\textsuperscript{46} Outreach by national advocacy organizations to state and local advocacy and \textsuperscript{338} service groups has aimed to help them inform their homeless clients about their rights to vote, and to help them register. Such outreach efforts have also aimed to help local groups organize campaign forums focused on homelessness, housing, jobs and other important issues, in an effort to inject issues relevant to homeless people into electoral campaigns. Get out the vote efforts organized locally with national support have attempted to help homeless people actually exercise these rights.\textsuperscript{47}

Related to this advocacy are efforts to counter the exclusion and under representation of homeless persons in the decennial U.S. census. Directly relevant to political representation, as well as to funding allocations dependent on poverty data, the Census Bureau in 1990 adopted a process that expressly excluded large numbers of homeless people. After advocates challenged the legality of this process, the Bureau issued a disclaimer, included as part of its official data, acknowledging that they were not a “count” of the homeless population.\textsuperscript{48} This provided some victory and relief; however, subsequent litigation to secure further relief was unsuccessful, and no full accounting of the homeless population occurred.\textsuperscript{49}

Limitations of this approach. Advocacy on behalf of homeless people’s political rights is important: it advances their rights as well as advocacy for solutions to homelessness. Homeless people are widely perceived as non-voters, and this perception is often true; the resulting political weakness of homeless people as a constituency hampers advocacy, especially in legislative arenas. Thus, establishing political rights appears in some ways a promising advocacy avenue: in addition to vindicating rights that are inherently valuable, it also is the basis on which political pressure could be exercised, building a more potent
constituency. But in practice, while this work is valuable, it is also limited.

While political rights are of course extremely important, they are in fact often secondary to the basic survival needs that homeless people face by virtue of their circumstances. Further, beyond the difficulty homeless people face in simply establishing and then exercising their political rights, organizing into a constituency on issues specific to homelessness is even more elusive. Isolation and lack of access to communication and transportation systems, severe and urgent material needs—all of the factors that impede the establishment and exercise of voting rights to begin with—also make it extremely difficult for homeless people to come together in organized groups, formulate joint positions, and mount letter-writing and telephone campaigns.

*339 In short, the traditional mechanisms by which ordinary citizens participate in the political process—and which are assumed to be available to all in our democratic system—are generally not available to homeless people, simply because they are homeless. Without some minimum level of material stability, the exercise of political rights becomes highly problematic, if not impossible. Poor people in general are often marginalized from traditional political processes; homeless people, however, are marginalized in ways that are deeper and more extreme in both nature and degree. A fixed address is an essential aspect of membership in contemporary American society; without it, participating in any organized process or system is very difficult.

Countering the “criminalization” of homelessness. In the last decade, the criminalization of homelessness has been a growing trend. Cities have enacted new laws or resurrected old laws that regulate the use of public space, imposing criminal sanctions for conduct such as sleeping or begging in public places. This trend has been fueled by city concern over the growing presence of homeless people in public places such as parks, sidewalks and transportation stations, and their use of such sites as living spaces. Laws enacted or enforced as part of this trend have been aimed specifically at homeless people, or have had their primary impact on them.60

In response, litigation has challenged this trend, typically on federal constitutional grounds, and such litigation has recently dominated legal advocacy on homelessness.61 Some courts have held that where there is no alternative but to sleep in public—where the number of shelter spaces is smaller than the number of homeless persons—then criminal laws that prohibit homeless persons from sleeping in any public place are unconstitutional.62 *340 Similarly, courts have held that broad restrictions on begging in public spaces may violate the First Amendment and possibly the Equal Protection Clause.63 In these cases, courts have generally viewed begging—or solicitation—as speech protected by the First Amendment. Homeless persons’ privacy and belongings have also been held to be protected by the Fourth Amendment in some cases, and traditional Fourth Amendment analysis adjusted to reflect the reality that they are living in public: reasonable expectations of privacy have been expanded to protect public areas where those areas are in fact someone’s home.64

Other courts have rejected such challenges, however.65 Moreover, in the wake of successful litigation, many cities have taken steps to try to make their laws “litigation proof.” Most commonly, they adopt narrower public space restrictions that do not prevent sleeping in all public spaces or at all times, thus eliminating much of the basis of or making much more difficult the constitutional challenge.66 Similarly, they have altered the restrictions on begging, broadening them to cover all forms of solicitation while also focusing them more tightly on specific conduct, again limiting the possibility of constitutional challenge. In many cases, these are and should be taken as victories; in some cases, they simply move the battle to the enforcement arena.67

Limitations of this approach. By definition, countering criminalization is a reactive approach: it fights what is a very negative, destructive and even dangerous trend.68 As such, it tends to focus advocacy efforts and energy away from solutions to homelessness. Further, it risks framing the issue in terms of the assertion of “negative” freedoms; for example, the “right” to sleep on the *341 street and other public places. Nevertheless, this is not a necessary result; indeed, advocates can instead use criminalization efforts positively and proactively.69

Taking advantage of city concern with the problem of homeless people sleeping in public places, advocates can focus attention on the lack of indoor alternative places—shelter and housing—and argue that additional resources should be directed at those alternatives, rather than at use of the criminal justice system. They can also reach out to the business community to
lend its political support to efforts to increase resources. In the shorter term, outreach by social service agencies, drop in centers, training and education of local police forces, can all be used to foster a more constructive approach, and to build a larger constituency of concerned and informed members of the public.

Countering the criminalization of homelessness may in fact form the basis for effective, proactive advocacy, provided it is framed properly. Taking advantage of city and business interest in addressing the problem of people living in public, advocacy can focus attention on the causes of and solutions to this problem. In some ways this is an opportunity to rethink advocacy and, informed by the experience of the past, as well as new information and models now available, place it on a firmer footing.

* * * *

Legal advocacy on homelessness has been a creative patchwork of approaches and substantive lines of attack. Pulling together bits and pieces of statutes, federal and state constitutional provisions, and new legislative frameworks, advocacy has led to some new rights, benefits and legal protections for homeless people. It has resulted in concrete benefits: emergency shelter, food and services, transitional and some permanent housing. It has provided specific relief to homeless men, women and children, created and defined rights and processes to protect and accommodate them and, in some cases, led to recognition of important rights.

However, it has also been insufficient, and led to some contradictory and unintended consequences. Emergency aid, while critically important, does not solve the problem. Access to “mainstream” programs, also important, does not address the underlying substantive inadequacies of those programs. Civil and political rights remain largely unexercised, as meeting basic survival needs takes priority. And prevention, while obviously the key, has no dependable, broad-based legal or political hook.

Meanwhile, largely unhelpful debates and policy initiatives flourish. Commentators and scholars wonder why homeless people “choose” not to use shelters, and argue whether forcing them to accept help is legally and morally appropriate. Others debate homeless persons’ “freedom” to live in parks and on sidewalks versus the general public’s interest in clean and attractive public spaces. Policymakers grapple with the need to revitalize the inner city by attracting businesses and more affluent residents versus the interests of those seeking to establish housing and services for the poor. While all of these debates have some substance, they all also are missing some important point.

III. Incorporating a human rights approach: can it help strengthen advocacy?

On a fundamental level, each of these advocacy approaches may also unintentionally reinforce the isolation of the poor and homeless. Focusing on providing help to homeless people can set them apart from others, even though in fact all members of society benefit from help of some kind: businesses benefit from tax incentives, homeowners benefit from tax deductions, non-profits benefit from tax exemptions, for example. Advocacy focusing on specifically on the needs of some, and government obligation to meet those needs, may skew our perspective and further isolate homeless people from the rest of what are in fact interdependent societal structures.

Advocating for others’ rights as if they are separate from “our” rights, can not only lead to divisiveness, albeit the more benign sort fostered by charity, but also to a narrow base of support. One of the reasons it is so difficult to build support--political or financial--for advocacy on homelessness and poverty is because those seen as the direct beneficiaries are poor and powerless. In contrast, civil liberties groups have built a far broader base of support founded on the notion that everyone’s civil rights are jeopardized whenever anyone’s rights are violated.

Incorporating a human rights approach into domestic advocacy may help broaden our focus and support by laying a foundation that is more universal in its reach. Such an approach does not necessarily imply dramatic change; it is no magic bullet. Recognizing a right to housing would not immediately or necessarily solve the problem of homelessness. Nor is it antithetical to a collaborative, process-oriented approach; indeed, the human rights approach includes and emphasizes
attention to process and inclusion. Rather, it may help us conceptualize what it is that advocacy aspires to, and provide some legal content to those concepts.

Human rights: relevant documents. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in 1948, provides that “[e]veryone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability. . .or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control. . . .” In addition, the Declaration provides *343 that everyone has this right, “without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.”*60 In addition, the Universal Declaration recognizes and protects civil and political rights.*61

Initially, one comprehensive human rights covenant was planned to elaborate and flesh out the provisions of the Universal Declaration. Ultimately, however, the provisions were divided and a pair of subsequent conventions adopted to elaborate on the Universal Declaration: The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. The ICESCR elaborates further on the meaning of an adequate standard of living and its component elements.

States parties to the ICESCR “recognize the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and housing, and to the continuous improvement of living conditions.” The ICESCR also commits the states parties to “take appropriate steps to ensure the realization of this right, recognizing to this effect the essential importance of international co-operation based on free consent.”*63 The committee in charge of the ICESCR’s interpretation and enforcement have defined the right to consist of seven elements: legal security of tenure; availability of services, resources and infrastructure; affordability; habitability; accessibility; location; and cultural adequacy. The obligation on states consists of four “layers”: to respect, protect, promote and fulfill the right. Further, certain components of the right that can be immediately carried out, such as the non-discrimination provisions, are immediately effective. Others are subject to “progressive realization.”*65

Recent documents, in particular, the Vancouver Declaration on Human Settlements, and the Habitat Agenda, documents resulting from the Habitat I and II Conferences in 1987 and 1996, respectively, elaborate further on these concepts.*66 The Habitat Agenda incorporates the right to housing, reaffirming *344 the commitment to the right to housing “as set forth in the UDHR and as provided for in the” ICESCR, the CERD, ICEDW, and the CRC, “taking into account that the right to housing, as included in the above mentioned international instruments, shall be realized progressively.”*67 The Agenda also elaborates further on the definition of the right, stating for instance that: “Adequate shelter means more than a roof over one’s head.”*68 It includes provisions to link housing to employment opportunities, transportation and other basic services, to ensure access to financing, and to create participatory processes. It addresses the need for government regulation and legal frameworks to enable markets to work, and directly to assist vulnerable and disadvantaged groups, which may be otherwise excluded by the market. It includes provisions to prohibit discrimination in housing, including that based on property, combat exclusionary practices, and to protect persons from forced evictions.*69

The Habitat Agenda contains provisions specifically focused on the very poor and homeless, in no small part due to the active participation of non-governmental organizations in drafting the document. In addition to direct assistance to disadvantaged and vulnerable groups—including homeless persons*70—-it specifically commits governments to promote supportive services for homeless and other vulnerable groups, to ensure that homeless persons are not penalized for their status, and to give “special attention” to the “circumstances and needs of people living in poverty, people who are homeless. . .and those belonging to vulnerable and disadvantaged groups” in implementing all of the document’s commitments. In addition, it includes commitments to “[p]romot[e] shelter and support[] basic services and facilities for education and health for the homeless” and to address “the specific needs and circumstances of children, particularly street children.”*71

The document also includes a provision that homeless persons not be penalized for their status. This latter provision was sponsored and successfully promoted by the US delegation, at the request of US NGOs, to address the trend towards the “criminalization” of homelessness in many US cities. It was inserted in the section addressing “forced evictions,” on the
theory that the current “sweeps” of homeless encampments are the US counterpart to the forced evictions of squatters living in tent cities in other parts of the world.

*345 The Agenda embeds the provisions on homelessness and adequate housing in a broader policy and legal framework. It defines the concept of adequacy broadly to include proximity to work, social services and transportation. Placing housing in the larger context of economic and community development it emphasizes the need for links between housing and jobs. The document also makes clear, consistent with developing international jurisprudence, that government recognition of the right to housing is not tantamount to government obligation to provide a home free of charge to everyone.72 Rather, the obligation of government is to pursue and promote policies that are will promote housing rights through a mix of market and government forces.73

The human rights documents create a balanced conceptual framework for rights and responsibilities and for integrating individual with societal needs. For example, the Universal Declaration recognizes basic rights to housing, food, medical care; but it also incorporates the responsibility of the individual: assistance is foreseen only when needed due to disability or other circumstances beyond the individual’s control.74

The Agenda incorporates and promotes openness (“transparency”) and community participation, especially by those most immediately affected, in carrying out these policies. It also adopts and incorporates an “enabling” approach, in which the national government brings together and “enables” the collaboration of different actors, including the private sector, non-profit organizations, local governments and labor unions. However, within this approach, the Agenda imposes a special responsibility on governments to protect members of disadvantaged and vulnerable groups.75

The Habitat Agenda is the most recent and comprehensive elaboration on the meaning of the human right to housing in the contemporary world. While not a treaty, the Agenda was agreed to and the Istanbul Declaration was signed by 171 countries, including the United States.76

Using human rights in the US: approaches and limitations. Substantively, each of the documents described above is highly relevant to addressing *346 homelessness in the United States. However, legally their applicability in the domestic context is by no means clear. Moreover, the status of each document is not the same.

The UDHR is not a treaty, but rather a declaration; as such, it is arguably not binding law.77 Nevertheless, many scholars believe that as a result of consistent practice of states and the international community, the UDHR has become part of “customary international law,” and has thus become binding international law.78 Moreover, some argue that even though it may not be sufficiently accepted to be binding customary law, it is binding by virtue of states’ adoption of the UN Charter.79

Numerous subsequent treaties and conventions, which are binding international law, recognize and elaborate on the right to housing as well as other related economic rights. The most detailed and relevant to housing rights, the ICESCR, was been signed by the United States in 1972 but has not yet been ratified.80 The Convention on the Rights of the Child, which includes recognition of children’s right to housing, has been ratified by 191 nations, but not by the U.S. However, the Convention on the Elimination of All forms of Racial Discrimination, which includes at least an acknowledgement of the right to housing, has been signed and ratified by the U.S. Likewise, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights has been signed and ratified by the U.S.81

In any case, ratification of a treaty does not automatically incorporate it into US law. While the U.S. Constitution accords treaties the same status as federal statutes,82 they have typically been ratified with reservations that provide that they are not “self-executing,”83 and courts have upheld such reservations.84 Not self-executing means that the treaty provisions are not judicially enforceable in the U.S. absent passage of implementing legislation by Congress.85

*347 None of the human rights treaties is self-executing, and none has been implemented legislatively. However, the Supreme Court has held that whenever possible, federal statutes must be interpreted so as not to conflict with international law.86 This principle, which applies to ratified treaties whether self-executing or not, and to customary international law, injects human rights law into US law as an interpretive tool in cases where US law is unclear and capable of more than one
interpretation.

Thus, despite significant limitations, international human rights law can be a useful supplement to legal advocacy on homelessness. First, it can serve as an interpretive tool in litigation where federal or state law is unclear. Second, it can serve a “standard setting” function in policy advocacy. And third, it can help reframe and re-conceptualize advocacy, placing it on a firmer foundation: away from charity and dependence and towards justice and interdependence. Moreover, such a redefining of the issues may also help broaden the advocacy constituency: human rights are universal; as such, their assertion benefits all, not merely those in need. This section looks at some of these potential uses; rather than a comprehensive discussion, it is an outline meant to stimulate thought, discussion and, potentially, action.

Human rights law as an interpretive guide. According to established Supreme Court precedent, “an act of congress ought never to be construed to violate the law of nations, if any other possible construction remains.”67 Indeed, according to later court decisions and commentators, courts must interpret ambiguous domestic law in general so that it is consistent with binding international law, whether derived from treaty or custom. Moreover, courts in their discretion may rely on non-binding international law—such as declarations, treaties that have not been ratified, and practices that have not become customary law—to interpret ambiguous domestic law.68

The Supreme Court has looked to international law as well as the laws and practices of other nations in analyzing whether a particular punishment offended civilized standards of decency, and was thus “cruel and unusual” under Supreme Court the Eighth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.69 *348 Similar analyses have been used by the Court in applying the Due Process Clause.70 However, more recent signs from the Court are less than clear. In a 1988 death penalty case, a four-Justice plurality cited human rights treaties and international comparative information in applying Eighth Amendment analysis.71 The following year, in another death penalty case, the plurality was reversed, and rejected the argument that other countries’ practices are relevant to that analysis.72

Nonetheless, in a 1997 decision concerning the constitutionality of a state law banning assisted suicide, Justice Rehnquist, writing for the Court, cited the practices of other countries (in particular, “Western democracies”).73 The Supreme Court’s views on the status of human rights law and international comparative information may thus be somewhat unclear—and in particular, may depend on the nature of the case at issue. Currently, at least, it is difficult to consider human rights law and comparative analysis a reliable basis for argument. However, at the same time, it is clear that both remain significant and potentially relevant.74

A number of lower court decisions, federal and state, have referred to or cited human rights law in potentially relevant contexts. Two cases in the Second Circuit relied in part on international documents in analyzing prison conditions under the Eighth Amendment;75 in another case, a federal district court cited human rights law in ruling that the children of illegal aliens had a right to an education under the Equal Protection Clause.76 A state court relied in part on international law in protecting the right to travel within a state;77 and another state court cited the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in interpreting a state statute setting a minimum subsistence standards for welfare benefits.78

According to one state supreme court judge:

It is a potentially powerful argument to say to a court that a right which is guaranteed by an American constitutional provision, state or federal law, surely does not fall short of a standard adopted by other civilized nations. It is a much more difficult, and riskier, argument to tell a court that it must displace some law of a state or of the United States, with an external international standard.79

This approach has potential applications in legal advocacy on behalf of homeless persons in various areas. For example, challenges to “criminalization” laws and policies sometimes rely on a right to intrastate travel, which has not been explicitly recognized as a constitutionally protected right by the Supreme Court, or a right to “freedom of movement” under the Due Process Clause, which is not always clearly articulated. The ICCPR, however, guarantees the “right to liberty of movement,” and freedom to choose one’s residence “within the territory of a state.”80 Similarly, while education is not recognized as a fundamental right in the federal constitution, a number of state constitutions protect it; international law on children’s right to
an education may be relevant to interpreting such provisions.101 Perhaps most importantly, while a right to housing seems difficult to construct in the U.S. constitutional context, some movement in that direction may be possible.102

While it is sometimes stated that the U.S. Supreme Court has held that there is no constitutional right to housing,103 in fact this is not quite the case: the Court held, in the context of a landlord-tenant dispute over habitability, that there is no right to housing of a particular quality.104 Thus, in theory the *350 question remains open, although not likely given current trends in the Court and its jurisprudence to be resolved in favor of such a right. However, as several commentators have noted, numerous federal statutes recognize the importance of housing and provide funds, albeit insufficient, towards making it available to all.105 Moreover, federal law protects some housing rights, such as the right to be free from discrimination; additional rights are guaranteed in state and local law.106 While incorporating the entire right may be an elusive and far-off project, using elements of the human right to housing to help interpret housing rights that are protected may be feasible.107

Standard setting. Even if they do not create binding legal rights, international documents create standards that nations endorse and to which they may be held. By adopting the Universal Declaration, for example, the US publicly committed itself in the world community to abide by the norms it articulates. Regardless of whether or not the Declaration constitutes binding international law, it defines and sets a standard that the US has recognized and adopted. Similarly, while the Habitat Agenda—or Istanbul Declaration—is not a binding treaty, it is at a minimum a statement of understanding as to internationally accepted norms and standards. By its terms, it is a commitment made to and before the international community to carry out a series of steps to abide by and conform to those standards.

Standard setting can be translated into a useful tool for policy advocacy in the US. According to the Habitat Agenda, a special session of the UN General Assembly is scheduled for June 2001 to follow up on Habitat II. In preparation for the session, known as Habitat II + 5, signatory states are to collect information and report to UNCHS on the status of their implementation efforts. While this is an obligation on national governments, there is also provision in the Agenda for monitoring by other entities, including “communities.” This is an opportunity for national and local community groups and advocacy organizations, as well governments, to conduct their own evaluations of implementation to date.

The UN Commission on Human Settlements (“UNCHS” or “Habitat”), the UN body responsible for the implementation and oversight of the Agenda, has developed a set of both “indicators” and “qualitative data” for measuring implementation outcomes. “Indicators” designed to measure implementation of the 20 key provisions of the Habitat Agenda by the states-signatories. These indicators identify key elements of the commitments that are measurable, and *351 seek quantifiable data relevant to them. The major Habitat II commitments covered by these indicators include the following, of particular relevance to US advocates on homelessness and housing.

Provide security of tenure. The two indicators designed to measure compliance with this commitment concern tenure types and evictions. With respect to tenure types, the relevant data is: “percentages of woman and man-headed households in the following tenure categories: (a) owned; (purchasing); (c) private rental; (d) social housing; (e) sub-tenancy; (f) rent free; (g) squatter no rent; (h) squatter rent paid; (i) other, including homelessness. With respect to evictions, the relevant data--for developed countries--focuses on evictions for non-payment of rent; however, it also includes evictions during large public works projects [presumably from public places].108 Significantly, in the section on forced evictions, the Habitat Agenda specifically states that homeless persons are not to be penalized for their status.109

Promote the right to adequate housing. Within this area, UNCHS identifies a qualitative data set, including “yes/no” questions regarding whether the constitution or national law promotes housing rights, and protects against eviction. This area also includes an indicator focused on the housing price to income ratio.110

Promote social integration and support disadvantaged groups. The indicator measures numbers of poor households, according to the poverty line.

While these indicators are quite general, they can be used by advocates both locally and nationally to place the US in an international context and to place homelessness and housing in human rights context. For example, advocates can incorporate these concepts in their advocacy to local city councils, using for instance the Habitat Agenda language on forced evictions,
which specifically admonishes against penalizing homeless persons for their status as part of their argument against sweeps. The indicators system, and the monitoring and oversight mechanisms it is tied to, allows advocates to argue that cities pursuing such policies are violating the Habitat II commitments, lessening US compliance with this international norm.

Some US cities have adopted resolutions identifying themselves as human rights cities. In particular, three California cities--San Francisco, Berkeley and Oakland--have passed resolutions affirming the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights and pledging to oppose any legislation or actions that infringes *352 on those rights. Though these resolutions are non-binding, they can give particular meaning to monitoring efforts in those particular cities: a city that has adopted such a resolution has a particular obligation to respect the human rights of homeless people.

The Habitat Agenda provides that indicators may be modified as appropriate to a nation’s particular circumstances, and this may be useful for US advocates as well. Developing minimum standards that cities must follow with regard to their homeless residents, within the Habitat context could create a specific objective against which cities are measured and which they work to meet. For example, meeting minimum human rights criteria on homelessness in the criminalization context could mean no sweeps without adequate indoor spaces.

Reframing. In addition to litigation and policy advocacy tools, an international human rights approach offers an opportunity to reframe the underlying policy analysis and public debate. This reframing is critical, especially given hostile and punitive assumptions about poor and homeless people that are pervasive in current policy and discussion, and that drive and underlie much policy and law. Reframing can also provide a context for lawyers working on behalf of homeless people, and on behalf of solutions to homelessness, that motivates and gives meaning to their effort. Analyzing homelessness within a human rights framework offers several possibilities for reframing the issue.

First, human rights are universal. These are not rights granted only to the poor or needy; they are not welfare benefits or even entitlements granted out of the largesse of the more fortunate, or associated with a particular political party. Rather, they are rights inherent in all human beings by virtue of their status as such. In this sense, they are inclusive and unifying. While homeless people and other “vulnerable groups” are accorded special protection, this is done within a wide context: these are groups excluded from the normal housing markets. This articulates a basis for this protection rooted in circumstance. As such, it suggests at least a possibility for seeing that *353 protection as part of a larger scheme of structural dynamics that may not allow all members of a society to engage actively or successfully in the market economy. Human rights provide the basis of a safety net to fall back on in the event of such exclusion--for all.

This universal approach is more consistent with a view oriented towards justice rather than charity. If these rights belong to all, then their denial should be a concern of all: the phrase “it could happen to anyone” takes on some real meaning. The denial of some type of right to anyone is a real, not simply theoretical possibility. The protection of these rights thus should be of concern to all; it should not be left to happenstance or to the vagaries of individual conscience and charity. At the same time, however, human right principles include the notion of individual responsibility as well as rights, and this too is more consistent with justice rather than charity. These principles provide that those who are able to will work, and concern themselves with the availability of jobs and the adequacy of wages. But they also provide that those unable to work due to circumstance beyond their control will not be left destitute and homeless. Thus, this approach focuses attention on issues such as job availability and wage adequacy rather than on issues such as dependency, laziness and “cultural” inadequacies.

Second, and relatedly, the human rights approach injects a different sort of authority into debate about poverty and homelessness. On one level, the appeal to international norms places debate outside the US and current political climates. By invoking the world stage, it appeals to US policymakers to consider a bigger perspective. How will the US be perceived? How are its national policies affecting its international standing? How can homelessness and dire poverty be tolerated in a country with our resources? At international perspective encourages us to look at the US reality from a stranger’s perspective, one in which these questions may appear more starkly.

On another level, the appeal to human rights as a higher, or more fundamental, authority may allow for a different type of discussion: By assuming the inherent value and worthiness for all individuals, it may obviate debate over the
worthiness—or lack thereof—of particular recipients of aid, while at the same time also assuming their complementary obligation to reciprocate. At a time when national debate has focused much attention on the responsibilities of the poor and homeless, human rights analysis provides a framework that has a built in balance between rights and responsibilities, as well as grounding in external realities.

For example, welfare reform has required work, and sanctions failure to comply with myriad requirements designed to instill a sense of responsibility. But it does not address the issue of job availability or adequacy (wage, transportation or child care) or indeed protect the right to work at a living wage. Thus, to the extent that advocacy simply focuses on opposing the punitive aspects of the policies it risks advocating for dependency: a welfare check, not a job. Similarly, efforts to impose “quality of life” laws that in effect criminalize homelessness argue that homeless people should be subject to the same standards of behavior as everyone else. To argue otherwise, they say, is to “enable” bad behavior. Advocates opposing these efforts risk appearing to advocate for a right to sleep on the street. A human rights approach can place the issue in larger context: the lack of alternatives, in particular the gross violation of the right to housing which requires people to live in public places and invariably accompanies concerted efforts to punish homeless people for being in public.

IV. Conclusion

The globalization of national economies places new focus on international dependency and also on human rights. Habitat II brought particular focus and debate to housing rights, culminating in a document with particular attention to the housing needs and rights of the poor and homeless. It also created a mechanism for ongoing monitoring and reporting, with a major, five-year follow-up UN conference scheduled for June 2001. In this context it is appropriate that advocates for poor and homeless people become familiar with basic human rights concepts. These concepts directly address issues of concern to advocates: issues such as housing, jobs and health care. While they may not currently be legally binding, human rights principles can be integrated into advocacy strategies so as to enhance and add to them.

Let us return to the legal clinic at the shelter with which this essay began. Will a human rights approach add anything to our legal team’s ability to aid those who seek legal help simply because they cannot find a job that pays enough or housing they can afford? Most likely, it will not add much that is immediately helpful. But it will add something that is important: a framework of rights and obligations within which this group of people belongs. As such, it also adds an understanding of justice to aspire to and work towards, and a legal structure to which to attach it. Translating these concepts into concrete tools and relief can only happen incrementally.

Nevertheless, as the world continues to shrink and global interdependence becomes more apparent, there is a real opportunity to make human rights more meaningful in the US. Advocates should not wait but rather be proactive in adding this advocacy tool to the mix in advocating to protect the rights of homeless Americans and to bring an end to homelessness in America.
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